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the pair are happily married, and run a food shop by the name of "charandas'. soon the emperor's son and
grandson are born. but shortly thereafter, jodhaa is killed by the emperor. this leads akbar to kill the emperor to

save his wife and son from the evil emperor. the virtuous akbar succeeds his brother as the ruler of hindustan. the
relationship of a mughal emperor and a rajput princess, their love story is one of the epic love stories of all times.
the historical epic is based on the life of akbar who was the greatest mughal emperor. the film is set in the 16th
century in india. frightened by the muslim conquest of her country, the young princess jodhaa is forced to marry

the emperor akbar in order to avoid being raped and killed. her actions make akbar fall in love with her. after their
wedding the beautiful muslim princess becomes the mughal princess. the emperor and the rajput princess, their
love story is one of the epic love stories of all times. the historical epic is based on the life of akbar who was the
greatest mughal emperor. the film is set in the 16th century in india. frightened by the muslim conquest of her

country, the young princess jodhaa is forced to marry the emperor akbar in order to avoid being raped and killed.
her actions make akbar fall in love with her. after their wedding the beautiful muslim princess becomes the mughal

princess. the daughter of king bharmal of amer, jodhaa resented being reduced to a mere political pawn in this
marriage of alliance, and akbars biggest challenge now did not merely lie in winning battles, but in winning the love

of jodhaa a love hidden deep below resentment and extreme prejudice. jodhaa-akbar is their untold love story.
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jodhaa akbar is a sixteenth century love story about a
marriage of alliance that gave birth to true love between a

great mughal emperor, akbar, and a rajput princess, jodhaa.
political success knew no bounds for emperor akbar (hrithik
roshan). after having secured the hindu kush, he furthered

his realm by conquest until his empire extended from
afghanistan to the bay of bengal, and from the himalayas to

the godavari river. the story of the greatest mughal
emperor that ruled hindustan, jalaluddin mohammad akbar

and the fiery young rajput princess jodhaa. set in the
sixteenth century this epic romance begins as a marriage of

alliance between two cultures and religions, for political
gain, with the hindu king bharmal of amer giving his

daughters hand to a muslim emperor, akbar.
mr_heracliusvote: 9/10fantastic movie by ashutosh

gowariker! amazing story plot. great cast- aishwarya rai
bachchan, hrithik roshan, sonu sood. amazing music!!
definitely worth seeing. a great re-telling of story and

setting for a great history. though there's a huge
controversy for the history part of the story (which the
whole point of the movie really was), jodha akbar is an

ideal, disney-ish version of the history therefore making it
an entertaining, romantic movie. i'll definitely watch it over
and over again. an epic movie. a long-limbed story that is

utterly simple in structure, but decorated with enough
character interplay and side plots to keep the movie ticking
over to a powerful finale. loved it. fantastic. in the popular

indian fantasy cinema, the stories tell the tales of their
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heros inner battle to create a bright future for india after
the fall of the rajput dynasty. a people struggling to survive
a civil war, they managed the task of bringing about a new
dawn, and the reawakening of a thousand year old country.
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